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Pressure Pot Sandblasting Unit 2648VX inkl. HEPA Filter

Technical Datas:

Ÿ Inside Work Space:   24"d x 48.5"w x 40"h
Ÿ Outside Dimensions:  43.5"d x 52"w x 83"h
Ÿ Shipping Weight:   950lbs.

The standard unit is 110 volt, 15 amp 
(220v 50h Power Conversion Upgrade Available)
 
Rayzist Sandcarving System Loaded with Standard Features!

Dual Vortex Technology
Vortex technology automatically separates the usable abrasive from the unusable 
abrasive, maximizing the recycle rate of your blasting media.
During blasting, Vortex sends the abrasive into an airwash, which automatically 
filters the finest dust particles and debris from the usable abrasive. The dust and 
debris are directed into the HEPA filtration system, ultimately ending up in the 
disposable liner; the usable abrasive is redirected back into your system for reuse.

Pressure Pot
This 50 lb., ASME-certified pressure vessel houses the abrasive. It automatically 
filters out debris to prevent clogging. Our exclusive 45 degree angle design allows 
for a more consistent sandflow. Compressed Air Requirements:  5.5 CFM (or 
greater) at 90 psi to facilitate blasting pressures of 30 psi using 3/32" nozzle.

Premium Dust Filtration System
This exclusive, built-on dust filtration system incorporates a mechanical shaker to 
protect you from exposure to airborne dust while you are sandcarving, and even 
during maintenance dust removal. The dust filtration system efficiently separates 
the worn abrasive using eleven woven polyester, HEPA filtration Teflon bags. The 
unusable abrasive is then emptied into the clear disposable liner.

HEPA Filtration
The Premium Dust Collector incorporates 15 sq. ft. of efficient HEPA filtration and 
separation. Built-in HEPA filtration allows for separation and capture of 99.7 of the 
dust particles as you are sandcarving. As a result, your sandcarving work area 
remains cleaner at all times.

Clear Disposable Liner
This accessible, removable clear liner stores your unusable abrasive until you are 
ready to throw it out. The clear liner is attached to the lower chamber of the 
Premium Dust Filtration System; because the bag is transparent, you can easily 
see when it needs to be emptied.

1/2 Horsepower High Efficient Motor
The 1/2 horsepower, low maintenance motor optimizes the output of your 
sandcarving system. The powerful 740 CFM (Cubic Feet per Minute) motor will 
withstand years of operation.
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Rayzist Sandcarving System Loaded with Standard Features!
Features:
Dual Vortex Technology
Vortex technology automatically separates the usable abrasive from the unusable abrasive, 
maximizing the recycle rate of your blasting media.
During blasting, Vortex sends the abrasive into an airwash, which automatically filters the finest 
dust particles and debris from the usable abrasive. The dust and debris are directed into the 
HEPA filtration system, ultimately ending up in the disposable liner; the usable abrasive is 
redirected back into your system for reuse.
Pressure Pot
This 50 lb., ASME-certified pressure vessel houses the abrasive. It automatically filters out debris 
to prevent clogging. Our exclusive 45 degree angle design allows for a more consistent sandflow.
Compressed Air Requirements:  5.5 CFM (or greater) at 90 psi to facilitate blasting pressures of 
30 psi using 3/32" nozzle.
Premium Dust Filtration System
This exclusive, built-on dust filtration system incorporates a mechanical shaker to protect you from 
exposure to airborne dust while you are sandcarving, and even during maintenance dust removal. 
The dust filtration system efficiently separates the worn abrasive using eleven woven polyester, 
HEPA filtration Teflon bags. The unusable abrasive is then emptied into the clear disposable liner.
HEPA Filtration
The Premium Dust Collector incorporates 15 sq. ft. of efficient HEPA filtration and separation. 
Built-in HEPA filtration allows for separation and capture of 99.7 of the dust particles as you are 
sandcarving. As a result, your sandcarving work area remains cleaner at all times.
Clear Disposable Liner
This accessible, removable clear liner stores your unusable abrasive until you are ready to throw 
it out. The clear liner is attached to the lower chamber of the Premium Dust Filtration System; 
because the bag is transparent, you can easily see when it needs to be emptied.
1/2 Horsepower High Efficient Motor
The 1/2 horsepower, low maintenance motor optimizes the output of your sandcarving system. 
The powerful 740 CFM (Cubic Feet per Minute) motor will withstand years of operation.
Ergonomic Cabinet Design
The cabinet design follows the contours of your natural position while sandcarving, which allows 
you to work comfortably and more productively.
Seam-welded/Powder-coated
The system is built to last for years, with total seam-welded, 14 gage steel construction and a 
epoxy powder-coated finish. The epoxy powder-coated finish resists rust as well as chips, 
scratches and wears better than other types of finishes.
Large Padded Arm Entry
This large padded arm entry allows you to insert or remove compact projects from the cabinet, 
without having to open the doors. Plus, your range of motion while carving is maximized by the 
38in. by 9in. arm entry area, which is padded to minimize stress on your forearms. The opening is 
lined with a neoprene curtain and a nylon bristle brush; the neoprene curtain keeps your abrasive 
inside the cabinet and the nylon bristle makes for a comfortable working area.
Dual Recessed Halogen Lights
The dual recessed halogen lighting provides the brightest lit sandcarving workspace on the 


